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1 Introduction to Hythane
Hythane is a hybrid fuel, which is a mixture of hydrogen 8% to 30% by volume, with the rest of the mixture
consisting of methane. It was introduced by Hydrogen Component Inc and patented in the early 90s. The
invention of Hythane dates back to 1989 by Frank Lynch and Roger Marmaro. The initial application for
Hythane, was extending the range of hydrogen burning vehicle by mean of an addition of CNG. The mixtures
HY-5 (5% of hydrogen mixed by energy) was designed to work with dual fuel gasoline vehicles, this was due
to the same flame propegation properties. HY-7 (7% of hydrogen mixed by energy) was developed as a means
of being able to use natural gas engines, derived from diesel engines.[1] The mixture is currently owned by
Eden Energy. Hythane is used in various applications, mobile and stanionairy.

2 Mobile applications of Hythane
Hythane was initially used for flex fuel vehicles. The addition of the hydrogen to the methane increases the
energy of the mixture. The Hythane has various benefits when used in a conventional comubstion engine,
when compared to fossil fuels and natural gas. An engine running on Hythane produces upto 50% less NOx

emissions, as claimed by the Hydrogen company.[2]

Figure 1: A representation of Hythane in a car[2]

A study and project conducted in Sweden proposed the use of a Hythane bus fleet with accompanying fuel
station.[3] The town had an existing fleet of vehicles converted from fossil fuels to CNG and bio gas. These
vehicles were then used in a further research project. In the earlier stages of the project two busses ran on
8% hydrogen by volume, these busses saw a significant improvement on emissions and efficiency, without any
adjustments made to the busses. These results were confirmed by Lund University. After this positve test
busses were converted to run on a Hythane mixture of 20 % hydrogen by volume. These busses have only
had their software adopted, to correct for ignition timing and adjustment of the air/fuel ratio. The highter
hydrogen content had serveral benefits, the overall efficiency of the engine increased due to faster flame
propegation in the cylinders. The Carbon emissions decreased dramatically as well as the NOx emissions.

An Indian study concluded a thermal efficiency increase of 11.54% when running a converted diesel en-
gine on Hythane. This is a rather large increase it has to be noted that the decrease in NOx emissions was
only found to be 12.78% compared to running the engine on diesel.[4]

The Hythane can be tanked at a fueling station, making it comparable to the fueling of a conventional
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combustion engine vehicle. The Hythane fueling station has a few other options of restocking on Hythane
than i would have if it was dispensing fossil fuels. The Hythane can be shipped in, or it could be produced
onsite. This can for instance be done by blending methane from a gas infrastructure and an onsite produc-
tion of hydrogen from electrolysis. The independent blending of the hydrogen and mehtane opens up the
possibility for fuel stations with different mixtures. Currently fueling stations like the one in Malmö dispense
two types of Hythane, 8% volume hydrogen and 20% volume hydrogen, as well as dispensing pure hydrogen.
As the research in Malmö has shown, the conversion of busses from CNG and fossil fuels to Hythane. Sets a
base for a fueling station, which is able to dispence the aforementioned 4 types of fuel. By converting public
combustion vehicles to Hythane a user base can be generated, that sparks the conversion from fossil fuel
based vehicles, to a wider range of alternatively, more environmentally friendly vehicles. Hythane is an ideal
transition fuel to run a combustion engine on before the focus will shit to battery electric and hydrogen fuel
cell electric vehicles.

Busses
• Montreal 1995

• Dallas 2004

• Malmö, 2005

• Ravenna, 2007 [5]

• Dunkerque, 2010

• Delhi, 2020

• Beijing, 20120

It can be noted that there also have been some cars that have been powered by Hythane, these have mostly
been one of cars of concept cars. The volve flex fuel is an exception, this car can be powered by Hythane
and 4 other types of fuel.

3 Stationary applications of Hythane
Hythane was originally used for mobile applications, however it can be used in stationary scenario’s as well.
The benefits mentioned for the mobile applications also apply for stationary use. When looking at the tran-
sitioning away from fossil fuels, Hythane can be a stepping stone in the energy transition to the hydrogen
economy. Hythane can be burned in central heating units and can be used for cooking appliances. Hythane
can easily power cooking and heating appliances in homes, when it can be a grid system. These gas grids
are common in The Netherlands and Germany.

During a four year period, a pilot project has taken place on the Frisian Island of Ameland. In this pi-
lot project an apartment complex which houses fourteen families was powered and heated by Hythane.[6]
The local gas grid of these houses was subjected to an additional mixing station, which mixed locally gener-
ated hydrogen from electrolysis, the electrical energy was supplied by a local solar field. This pilot was used
to test the gas grid piping for the applicability to these hydrogen based applications. The pilot additionally
focused on the use of the Hythane in the household environment, by means of the usage of un-adapted
general dutch boilers as well as being used for conventional gas cooking stoves. The pilot started of in the
fist year with Hythane that consisted for 5% of volume out of hydrogen. Every year it was raised by 5% up
to 20 % hydrogen by volume.

The results of the pilot project were clear, no inconveniences were perceived by the fourteen families.
All appliances that ran on the Hythane had not been negatively impacted by the use of the mixture. As a
matter of fact the same reduction in pollutants was observed for the boilers, as occurs in the use cases of
combustion engines. A reduction in CO, CO2 and NOx was observed. Each of these pollutants were further
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Figure 2: The system used on the island of Ameland[6]

reduced every time an increase in percentage of hydrogen was made. The boilers had been tested upto a
hydrogen volume percentage of 30%, all the boilers functioned properly at this percentage. These test were
done in order to give some headroom for overshoots. The current material used for the Dutch gas grid was
tested and was resilient to the hydrogen. The leakage of hydrogen through the pipes was insignificant.
In Germany studies have been conducted to check if the gas grid is compatible with Hythane use. In a
study conducted by Kay Fönings concludes that a Hythane mixture of 20% hydrogen by volume, is suited
for the German gas grid.[7] The mechanical and material behaviour of the gas pipes were not effected by
the Hythane. In Mainz, there is the so called Energy Parc Mainz. This energy park produces hydrogen on
a large scale. This hydrogen is then distributed in gas bottles, tankers, and mixed into the local gas grid.[8]
This is a current case where gas distributed along the local gas grid.

4 Bio-Hythane
The use of hydrogen as a product of a two step Anaerobic digestion as proposed in BioTecH2 is an interesting
prospect in the recovery of energy from waste. The demands for hydrogen gas in Fuel Cell applications are
subjected to very strict purity norms. With ISO norms stating that a sulfur content of 0.004µ Mol/Mol
and other compounds of which only a very low concentration is permitted.[9][10] Because of these very high
quality standards the hydrogen gas produced in BioTecH2 can be of better use in other applications than
the use in fuel cells.

The combined production of hydrogen and methane make a two step anaerobic digestion very well suited
to produce Hythane. This Hytahne can then be labeled as Bio-Hythane.[11] By not having to do loads of
purification’s, the profitability of the project rises. Bio-Hythane is a candidate very well suited to reducing
the carbon footprints of the existing natural gas applications. Additionally the polluting NOx emissions
of these gas applications can be reduced due to the previously mentioned effects of the Hythane mixture.
The Bio-Hythane produced can also be used in mobile applications. Or for instance to produce off grid
farming. Where digesters could be used to locally supply the energy needs of a farm and its non road mobile
vehicles. The Bio-Hythane can also be produced near local energy rich waste steams and can then be used to
provide power locally. A large benefit of the Bio-Hythane produced by digestion is the ability to buffer the
Bio-Hythane and thereby produce energy only when there is demand. Further expanding the profitability
of such a project.
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5 Current Hythane projects
This section will highlight notable Hythane projects that are currently running. These projects can be from
a mobility point of view, a stationary point of view or can be a combination of both.

5.1 Hydeploy UK
The Hydelploy project is the first practical project where hydrogen is blended into the current natural gas
grid, where local appliances do not have to be adapted.[12] The project will deploy on the site of the Keele
University in the UK. The physical part of the project started int he summer of 2019 and will have an initial
period of 10 months, the regulatory part has currently been approved. The first part of this three part
research has therefore concluded that is safe to use a blend of 20% hydrogen by mol% in the natural gas
grid. The project is intended to power 101 residential houses, 8 student halls, 17 office blocks and labs, 7
recreational and service facilitates. The heating and cooking appliences of these buildings will be running
on Hythane.

Figure 3: The integration of the new hydrogen blending system into the Keele univeristy gas supply

5.2 GRHYD Dunkerque
The GRHYD is a demnstration project, that follows up on the research project Althytude.[13] The Althytude
project consisted of two busses that were run on Hythane, drivers experienced a more pleasant ride and the
same technical benefits were observed as the pilot in Malmö mentioned earlier. The follow up GRHYD project
expands on these experiences and introduces a fleet of new busses to the city of Dunkerque, furthermore
200 houses in Dunkeruqe will run on a Hythane mixture. Hydrogen will be injected into the natural gas
grid. The hydrogen content in the Hythane mixture is a variation from 6% hydrogen by volume up to 20%
hydrogen by volume. The study is conducted to make an assessment of social acceptability, economical and
environmental results.

5.3 EMMTEC Emmen
In the EMMTEC business park in Emmen a pilot will be starting in 2020, the pilot will consist of the mixing
of hydrogen into the closed off gas grid of the business park. The hydrogen will be made by electrolysis on
the grounds of GZI.[14][15] The project will start with mixing hydrogen to 3% by volume in the first year,
subsequently scaling up to reach a maximum of 20% hydrogen by volume. The hydrogen produced will be
of a green origin. The project is conducted in cooperation with the New Energy Coalition and the Northern
Innovation Board.
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Figure 4: An overview of the GRHYD project in Dunkerque
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